The representation of real numbers by continued fractions dates back to Bombelli in the 16th century. In the 17th century Huygens used them in constructing a model of the solar system; he had to approximate the ratios of periods of planets by ratios of numbers of teeth on corresponding gear wheels, keeping the latter within reasonable bounds. The nice thing about the continued fraction process is that, being completely intrinsic, it brings out very strongly the personality of each individual number a. The digits in the decimal expansion of a are much less revealing since they relate to the arbitrary choice of 10 as basis. On the other hand, the great defect of continued fractions is that it is virtually impossible to use them for even the simplest algebraic computation involving two or more numbers.
There are several books devoted entirely to the subject of continued fractions (e.g., [1] , [2] , [3], [5] ), and many books on number theory give an elementary introduction to the subject. The proofs are not difficult, but they are usually algebraic, and I find that when I read them I have a tendency to lose sight of where they are leading. The following geometrical treatment of the easiest results may be of some help to readers who, like myself, need a picture of what is going on. Harold M. Stark has already given such a treatment in his book [4] , but I think that the version below produces the main results with greater economy.
The idea of continued fractions comes from the observation that (i) any number between 1/3 and 1/2 (say) can be written as 1/(2 plus a remainder), and (ii) the remainder, being between 1/(n + 1) and 1/n for some n, is susceptible to the same treatment as the original number. More formally, we can express any real number a as the sum of an integer [a], the integral part of a, and a number {a) with 0 ? (a) < 1, the fractional part of a. If we define inductively ao = a and an = 1/{a-1 } for n 2 Proof of Theorem 1. The outline of the proof is as follows. We associate geometrically best approximations to a with points in the plane, which we call best approximation points. We describe a geometrical construction which, when applied repeatedly, picks out in succession all best approximation points. Finally we compute the coordinates of the best approximation points to show that the best approximations to a are the given convergents. We shall also find that several further properties of convergents of a emerge immediately from this proof (see Corollaries 3 to 5 below). is independent of the direction P in which it is measured, so we are free to order distances from points to 1 using any direction that suits us. See FIGURE Geometrical interpretation of best approximation. Let I be the line y = ax. The geometrical interpretation of p/q being a best approximation to a is that. amongst all points (q', p') of the integer lattice Z2 (the lattice generated by (1, 0) and (0, 1)) with x-coordinate satisfying 0 < q' < q, (q, p) is uniquely the nearest to 1. Here we use the fact that lq'a -p'l is the vertical distance from (q', p') to 1 (i.e., in the direction (0,1)). We call (q, p) a best approximation point for taking (1, a) to a multiple of (1, ,B) , or, equivalently, taking the line y = ax onto the line y = fix. The determinant condition ad -bc = +1 is precisely the condition for f to take the integer lattice Z2 onto itself. It is also the condition for f to induce a homeomorphism of the two-dimensional torus (which is obtained from the plane by identifying all points that differ by vectors in Z2), so the idea is important, for example, when studying dynamical systems on the torus. Any rational number a = p/q (in its lowest terms) is equivalent to 0, since mp + nq = 1 for some integers m and n, and thus (n m )(P) I1 Hence any two rational numbers are equivalent. We finish this article with a well-known characterization of equivalence for irrational numbers. We shall say that 
Notations and definitions. Following Stark

